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COVER
YOUR
BACKEND

PYTHON
PUMP COVERS
Protect what matters most with today’s most advanced
concrete covers from Python Protective Sleeve + Covers.
Complex jobs combined with a demanding need to compress
project schedules has fundamentally changed the way
contractors place concrete. Consequently, concrete rig
manufacturers have dramatically increased pump pressures in
order to push concrete higher, further, and faster.
Python Covers put safety back at the forefront of pumping by
reducing the risks associated with pipe blow-outs and slurry
spatter. We’ve combined the best of ballistic technology
with a user-friendly, universal design to protect your jobsite,
equipment, and most importantly, your people.

EXPANDABLE BURST TECHNOLOGY
Python Covers proprietary technology is designed to distribute
high pressure bursts through overlapping-pocketed material.
Upon impact, internally tucked fabric releases; absorbing
kenetic energy and ballooning the cover up to 30% of its
original size.

COLLECT & CONTAIN
Python’s non-breathable ballistic fabric captures debris, big and
small, mitigating the risk of property damage. Once captured,
covers are designed specifically to dump material in a safe
location.
On line pumps and boom trucks, concrete is drained
downward for clean up or recycling. In high-rise applications,
placing system covers connect over pipe clamps and direct
captured material from one cover to the next by use of gravity.

RUGGED SIMPLICITY
Cover your entire fleet with Python’s universal transition elbow
cover. This unique design is extremely pliable, diesel-repellent
and provides stress-free part management to businesses of all
shapes and sizes.

BOOM TRUCKS

LINE / TRAILER PUMPS

PLACING / HIGH RISE

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PYTHON PRODUCTS

Contact Your Parts Supplier or Call 1.800.782.5752
10531 Dalton Ave NE | Monticello, MN 55362 | GOSUBURBAN.COM

PYTHON PUMP COVERS

COMMIT TO SAFETY
We understand the importance of safety in the workplace. That’s why Python
Pump Covers have been rigorously tested in simulated environments using
today’s most advanced high pressure pumps and systems.

PROTECT,
PUMP, REPEAT
SEE: Internally tucked fabric pops and

expands upon impact allowing Python Covers
to safely catch, contain, and collect concrete.

Material:

Coated Ballistic Nylon

Closure:

Quick Clasp, All-Weather Metal Buckle

Temperature Range:

-60° to +250° F

Abrasion:

Meets or exceeds MIL-C-83489, MIL-STD 810F

EASY INSTALL
WRAP
Install the Python Pump Cover to the corresponding backend or placing
system with the arrows indicating the direction of flow.

STRAP
Use quick-clasp straps to secure the cover over pipe.
Placing line covers are designed to overlap one
another and secure over each clamp section.

SECURE
Secure the fully-adjustable
outside straps on line pump
and transition elbow
covers.

SIZING & ORDERING INFORMATION
DISTRIBUTED BY:

BOOM TRUCKS
NAME

DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

Python Transition Elbow Cover

Fits most makes and models

PY-TEC

LINE PUMPS
NAME

DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

Python Line Pump Elbow Cover

Fits standard long radius / lazy elbows

PY-LPC

Python Line Pump Transition Cover

Fits 90° elbow and line pipe/reducer

PY-LTC

PLACING SYSTEMS
NAME

DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

Python Placing System Line Cover

12’ overlapping cover for 10’ pipe & clamps

PY-PSC

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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